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Validation of a Knowledge Transfer Tool According to
the OMERACT Filter: Does Web-based Real-time
Iterative Calibration Enhance the Evaluation of Bone
Marrow Lesions in Hip Osteoarthritis?

Jacob L. Jaremko, Omar Azmat, Robert G.W. Lambert, Paul Bird, Ida K. Haugen, Lennart Jans,
Ulrich Weber, Naomi Winn, Veronika Zubler, and Walter P. Maksymowych
ABSTRACT. Objective. To assess reliability and feasibility of using a Web-based interface and interactive online
calibration tool for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scoring of bone marrow lesions (BML) in
osteoarthritis (OA), applied to the Hip MR Inflammation Scoring System (HIMRISS).
Methods. Seven readers new to HIMRISS (3 radiologists, 4 rheumatologists) scored coronal
short-tau inversion recovery MRI from a hip OA observational study obtained pre- and 8-week poststeroid injection (n = 40 × 2 scans × 2 hips = 160 hips). By crossover design, Group B (4 readers)
scored 20 patients (40 hips) using conventional spreadsheet-based methods and then another 20 using
a Web-based interface and an online real-time iterative calibration (RETIC) training module. Group
A (3 readers) reversed the order, scoring the first 20 subjects by the new method and the final 20
conventionally. Outcomes included ICC and reader survey.
Results. Interobserver reliability for BML status was high by both spreadsheet and Web-based methods
(0.84–0.90), regardless of the order in which scoring was performed. Reliability of change scores was
moderate and improved with training. Improvement was greater in readers who began with the spreadsheet method and then used the Web-based method than in those who began with the Web-based
method, especially at the acetabulum. Readers found Web-based/RETIC scoring more user-friendly
and nearly 50% faster than traditional spreadsheet methods.
Conclusion. HIMRISS offers reliable BML scoring in OA, whether by conventional spreadsheet-based scoring or by a Web-based interface with interactive feedback. The new method allowed
faster readings, provided a consistent training environment that helped inexperienced readers achieve
reliability equivalent to that of conventional methods, and was preferred by the readers. (First Release
July 1 2017; J Rheumatol 2017;44:1713–17; doi:10.3899/jrheum.161101)
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As options for osteoarthritis (OA) therapy emerge, objective
outcome measures are increasingly needed to quantify
disease status and treatment response. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI)–based semiquantitative scoring systems
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assess hip OA by whole-organ approach [Hip Osteoarthritis
MRI Scoring System (HOAMS1), Scoring Hip Osteoarthritis
with MRI (SHOMRI2)] or focus on active pathology
including bone marrow lesions [BML; Hip MR Inflammation
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Scoring System (HIMRISS)3,4]. HIMRISS BML scoring
differs from scoring in HOAMS and SHOMRI in that it is
closer to quantitative scoring, involving binary decisions
(BML present/absent, 1/0) in numerous small periarticular
bone regions. In HOAMS or SHOMRI, scoring decisions
assign one of multiple grades to features of arthropathy in
fewer, larger 3-D regions, including estimates of percentages
involved by BML. By whichever system, MRI-based BML
scoring may be difficult in anatomically complex regions.
Calibration tools are limited to published descriptions of
these systems, and it is unclear to what degree acceptable
reliability can be attained beyond the readers who developed
these systems.
Experience from studies in rheumatoid arthritis has shown
that reliability of semiquantitative MRI scoring is improved
by systematic user training5,6,7,8,9. However, in-person
training by experts is time-consuming and logistically
difficult. Real-time iterative calibration with real-time
feedback (RETIC) is a new concept that aims to enhance
reader-expert calibration using a Web-based digital overlay
superimposing outlines of scoring regions on MRI. Overlay
color-coding gives immediate learning feedback comparing
reader versus expert scores for each region.
Validation of this novel calibration technology was
performed by a subgroup of the Outcome Measures in
Rheumatology (OMERACT) MRI in Arthritis Working
Group from January–April 2016 presented at OMERACT 13
(Whistler, British Columbia, Canada, May 2016). In accordance with the OMERACT handbook10, no previous
calibration tools were found in a literature review by a fellow
in this group, which in agreement with the OMERACT
executive committee included clinical professionals, methodologists, and healthcare professionals. We tested feasibility
and interreader reliability using the relevant aspects of the
OMERACT Filter 2.011,12 for inexperienced readers using
this new tool versus traditional spreadsheet-based scoring.

hematopoietic marrow. To improve on substantial limitations identified
in that exercise13, we added a scoring demonstration video
(youtu.be/p2Mrfj2R9WM) and the new Web-based RETIC tool. In RETIC
training mode, the reader scores cases previously scored by experts. When
the reader has finished selecting positive regions, the overlay changes color
in each region indicating whether reader versus expert scores are
concordant/discordant. ICC between reader and experts are instantly updated
(Figure 1). This allows real-time calibration with experienced readers to
attain a prespecified acceptable target for reliability and rapid progressive
learning with each case. For RETIC training, 8 cases (16 hips at 2
timepoints) from a previous study of hip steroid injection efficacy14 were
scored by 2 experienced HIMRISS developers, with discrepancies resolved
by consensus.
Data. With University of Alberta Health Research Ethics Board approval
and written informed consent, 97 adults with hip OA scheduled for fluoroscopically guided intraarticular steroid injection underwent MRI immediately pre-injection and 8 weeks post-injection. We used the first 40
consecutive subjects for whom complete data were available; 25/40 were
men, mean age was 60 years (range 43–87), and mean body mass index was
29.5 kg/m2 (range 18.8–44.3). We scored coronal short-tau inversion
recovery (STIR) images (repetition/echo/inversion times TR/TE/TI
4530/50/150 ms, matrix size 384 × 250, slice thickness 4 mm, field of view
350 × 350 mm). Left and right hips for each patient were scored separately
at each timepoint, i.e., n = 160 hips. Anonymized STIR images for each
subject were uploaded to www.carearthritis.com where each reader logged
in for scoring. Once the reader selected the range of MRI slices containing
the femoral head, the digital overlay template was applied automatically to
images for readings. Readers were blinded to timepoint.
Readers. We had 7 readers: 3 musculoskeletal radiologists and 4 rheumatologists. Only 1 reader had previously used HIMRISS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Exercise design. We wished to compare feasibility and reliability of scoring
HIMRISS by conventional method (trained by reading a manuscript and
slide presentation, manual spreadsheet score entry aided by physical printout
of the hip grid overlay) versus the RETIC method (Web-based,
touch-sensitive overlay, interactive calibration tool). This required each
reader to score some cases by each method. To avoid learning bias, which
could exist depending on which method was used first by each reader, after
consultation within OMERACT we used a crossover design: readers were
randomized into Group A (3 readers), who first scored cases 1–20 by the
new method and then scored cases 21–40 by the conventional method, and
Group B (4 readers), who first scored cases 1–20 by the conventional method
and then scored cases 21–40 by the new method (Figure 2). Because our
reader group included rheumatologists and radiologists with a wide range
of training backgrounds, the crossover design helped control for variation
in initial reader knowledge and experience.

Use of the RETIC tool. For OMERACT 12, new reader training
consisted of viewing instructional slides including a scoring atlas
giving examples of true BML versus confounders including

RESULTS
Interobserver reliability was high for whole-joint BML status
score by conventional or new methods, regardless of the
order in which scoring was performed (ICC range among all
readers 0.84–0.90; Table 1A and Table 1B). Reliability was
lower in the acetabulum than femur (ICC range 0.76–0.86 vs
0.84–0.94).
Change [mean (SD, range)] in femoral, acetabular, and
total BML score 8 weeks after steroid injection was 1.4 (7.7,
–14 to 35), 0.4 (2.5, –5 to 11), and 1.8 (8.3, –12 to 36),
respectively. Reliability of change scores was moderate but

Interactive online interface. In OMERACT 12, HIMRISS readers preferred
the use of a digital image overlay3, with a total of 100 regions to score in 15
slices. We extended this concept to make the overlay touch- or click-sensitive
within a Web-based interface. Readers upload or open an appropriate coronal
MRI sequence in a Web browser at www.carearthritis.com (under
“Osteoarthritis Imaging;” accounts free to registered users). The reader
moves/resizes a transparent overlay to fit the femoral head on a reference
scoring slice. Overlay gridlines may be adjusted from clearly visible to
invisible using an onscreen opacity slider control so that actual image
findings are not obscured. The reader scrolls through all slices, touching or
mouse-clicking each overlay region containing BML. This causes shading
to appear and the Web tool records a score of 1 to indicate it has been
selected. A default score of 0 (no BML) is assumed; the reader clicks only
on regions with BML. Upon scoring completion, the Web tool outputs a
spreadsheet file containing per-region, per-slice scores (0/1) and summary
statistics.
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Statistical analysis. Given the scoring range 0–100, interobserver ICC for
BML status and change were calculated per reader pair and per reader group.
We computed BML scores for the whole joint and for acetabular and femoral
regions. We computed the smallest detectable change (SDC) as 1.96 ×
chi-square × standard error of mean.
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Figure 1. Real-time iterative calibration training in progress, shown in screen captures. (A)
What the reader sees during scoring, i.e., the hip magnetic resonance imaging with a grid
overlay consisting of thin lines where transparency can be varied. In this particular hip image,
most sectors contain BML so the reader must click on most regions to score appropriately. (B)
What the reader sees after scoring a training case. At the current slice, the regions the reader
clicked on or touched to identify as containing BML agreed with the expert consensus in most
regions (blue), but failed to identify the BML in 3 false-negative regions (yellow). The ICC
between the reader and expert consensus for this case is displayed. There was also a timepoint
B in this training case, in which the reader performed poorly (ICC 0.703 in timepoint A vs
0.200 in timepoint B); the reader will also review timepoint B before scoring the next case.
This interactive training with rapid feedback is intended to make learning experiential. BML:
bone marrow lesions.

improved with reader training in both groups (Table 1A and
Table 1B). For change score in the acetabulum, a region that
was difficult to score in our OMERACT 12 exercise13, reliability was lower but improved more in reader Group B, who
scored by conventional method (ICC 0.42) and later by new
method (ICC 0.59). Reliability at the acetabulum was also
more consistent between reader pairs when using the new
method (ICC 0.38–0.67 vs 0.09–0.73). SDC in total BML

was 5.0–7.0 depending on reader and scoring method. Only
16/40 hips showed change greater than the SDC.
RETIC training times averaged 10 min/hip × 8 hips, with
wide user variation. In a postexercise survey, readers reported
shorter scoring times for HIMRISS using the new method
(3–12 min vs 5–20 min per hip, with hips containing little or
no BML closer to 3–5 min and severe OA with extensive
BML taking more time because of more mouse clicks). Six
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Figure 2. Crossover design for hip magnetic resonance imaging reading exercise, with the
readers randomized into 2 groups based on which method was used to score cases first.
RETIC: REal Time Iterative Calibration.

Table 1A. ICC scores for the hip scoring exercise for total joint, femur, and acetabulum. Group B (4 readers).
BML Site

Acetabulum
Status
Change
Femur
Status
Change
Total
Status
Change

First Exercise Conventional Method
Second Exercise RETIC Method
Pooled ICC,
95% CI for
Range of ICC
Pooled ICC, 95% CI for Range of ICC
All Readers
Pooled ICC for Reader Pairs All Readers Pooled ICC for Reader Pairs
0.79
0.42

0.68–0.87
0.25–0.59

0.66–0.95
0.09–0.73

0.76
0.59

0.64–0.85
0.44–0.74

0.71–0.83
0.38–0.67

0.84
0.69

0.75–0.91
0.56–0.80

0.76–0.96
0.49–0.85

0.90
0.76

0.85–0.94
0.64–0.85

0.88–0.94
0.66–0.87

0.84
0.79

0.75–0.91
0.69–0.87

0.76–0.97
0.68–0.92

0.94
0.78

BML: bone marrow lesion; RETIC: REal Time Iterative Calibration.

0.90–0.96
0.67–0.86

0.93–0.96
0.73–0.87

Table 1B. ICC scores for the hip scoring exercise for total joint, femur, and acetabulum. Group A (3 readers).

BML Site

Acetabulum
Status
Change
Femur
Status
Change
Total
Status
Change

First Exercise RETIC Method
Second Exercise Conventional Method
Pooled ICC, 95% CI for
Range of ICC
Pooled ICC, 95% CI for
Range of ICC
All Readers Pooled ICC
for Reader Pairs All Readers Pooled ICC for Reader Pairs
0.83
0.47

0.88
0.51

0.89
0.54

0.67–0.91
0.27–0.66

0.75–0.94
0.31–0.69

0.75–0.95
0.33–0.71

0.77–0.87
0.40–0.53

0.86
0.55

0.81–0.95
0.34–0.69

0.84–0.96
0.39–0.70

0.85
0.68

BML: bone marrow lesion; RETIC: REal Time Iterative Calibration.
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0.87
0.67

0.77–0.92
0.37–0.71

0.75–0.91
0.53–0.81

0.77–0.92
0.51–0.79

0.81–0.92
0.30–0.68

0.75–0.91
0.64–0.74

0.79–0.93
0.60–0.73
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out of 9 readers found the new method “very user friendly”
versus just 2/9 for the conventional method.

DISCUSSION
In our study, we compared feasibility and reliability of a new
Web-based scoring platform and calibration tool with a
conventional scoring approach to assess BML by HIMRISS
method in hip OA. Interreader reliability for BML status was
high and broadly similar whether readers learned and scored
by conventional spreadsheet-based technique or by the new
Web-based approach with RETIC interactive calibration.
While the Web/RETIC method offered reliability similar to
that of the conventional method, a key advantage was its
feasibility; Web/RETIC scoring was substantially faster and
was preferred by readers.
Our study had limitations. Whether by conventional or
RETIC/online methods, HIMRISS scoring focuses on active
lesions only and does not consider structural damage.
Assessment for enhanced reliability postcalibration was
compromised by high reliability on the first exercise, even
for inexperienced readers. The crossover design may have
resulted in a learning effect for both reader groups. Finally,
to more completely assess the reliability of the method,
further study is required in datasets showing substantial
interval variation.
Overall, the use of a Web-based scoring interface with
RETIC interactive calibration improved feasibility of
HIMRISS scoring in terms of time, reader confidence, and
satisfaction, while suggesting a possible advantage in
anatomically challenging areas. The Web/RETIC approach
could also apply to other image-based scoring systems.
Further validation is warranted.
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